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Abstract. Free Download Manager (FDM) is one of the most popular
download managers due to its free availability, high download speed and versatility. It contains a lot of information that is of potential evidentiary value even
if a user deletes web browser history, cookies and temporary internet files. This
software records download activities across multiple files saved with .SAV extensions in the User Profile. This paper analyzes: 1) the windows registry entries particularly concerned to configuration and user settings, 2) the log files
(with .SAV extension) created by FDM to trace download activities, and 3)
RAM and swap files from a forensic perspective. This research work describes
a number of traces left behind after the use of FDM such as install location, default download path, downloaded files, and menu extensions to name a few,
thus enabling digital investigators to search for and interpret download activities. The widespread use of FDM makes this research work an attractive option
for forensic investigators, ranging from law enforcement agencies to employers
monitoring personnel.
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1 Introduction
Free Download Manager (FDM) is a free and open-source download manager released under GNU Public License (GPL). It provides the ability to download files
using HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, BitTorrent and Metalink protocols [1], [2]. Its main features include Upload Manager, Site Explorer and HTML Spider. Upload Manager
facilitates file sharing with other users, Site Explorer presents the site structure to
download necessary files, and users can download a HTML page or the complete
website with HTML Spider.
This research work investigates FDM (versions 2.1, 2.3, 2.5 and 3.0) for extracting
information about download activities and directories, user’s information, as well as
date and time the activity was generated. Our investigations are based on Windows
registry and log files analysis. Registry analysis facilitates collection of footprints
such as FDM configuration and user settings. Log files analysis assists in tracing
download activities.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains using windows registry
analysis to discover FDM activities. Section 3 gives details of log files analysis for the
same purpose. Section 4 elucidates RAM and swap file analysis for FDM investigation. The paper is concluded in the last section.

2 Windows Registry Analysis
The Windows registry records information necessary to configure the system and is
an invaluable source for the digital investigators to examine, investigate and collect
evidence from Windows operating systems [3], [4], [5]. Internet-dependent applications commonly utilize the registry to store data. Web browsers such as Internet Explorer records typed URL’s, last download directory and reference of index.dat file,
which keeps record of web activities, and instant messengers also leave limited footprints in the registry [6]. The registry also stores mail client information such as username, password and unread emails [7]. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks can either leave
minimal footprints of user activity (having no logs of searches and downloaded files),
such as Limewire or connection and download path information (e.g. Kazaa) or logs
of recently searched keywords or phrases (e.g. Morpheus) [8].
There are many freely available tools for gathering information from Windows
Registry such as RegEdit, Resplendent Registrar Lite [9] and Registry Viewer [10].
Microsoft provides RegEdit on Microsoft Windows XP installations with administrative privileges for searching, editing and deleting data within registry hives. These
tools are used to analyze the registry to find out traces left by FDM.
A key to access registry information is through knowledge of the registry structure
itself [11]. Registry and file system information can be correlated to provide a comprehensive picture of the download activities to examiners. FDM uses consistent
registry structure to store configuration and user setting in the Windows registry under single root key. During analysis, analysts need to know the exact installation details of the particular application to refer it in the case. The following ‘Free Download
Manager’ key has a value ‘Path’ which contains the install path of FDM.
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\VicMan Software\Free Download Manager
FDM manages the downloaded files by their file types in several default and user
created groups. The default groups of FDM are Music, Software, Video, and Others.
All files other than those in predefined file formats are stored in the Others group.
FDM gives the option to choose the group for download automatically or manually.
Figure 1 illustrates the categorization of downloaded files by FDM. When started
initially, all download files are shown in the ‘All Groups’ and ‘Filters’ folders. When
an incomplete download file is deleted by the user, the reference of that file will be
removed from ‘All Groups’ and shifted to the ‘Recycle Bin’. If this file is restored
from ‘Recycle Bin’, FDM moves it back to ‘All Groups’ and resumes downloading.
Upon successful file download, FDM makes a new reference to the downloaded file
in ‘History’ and also maintains its reference under ‘All Groups’.
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Fig. 1. Graphical User Interface of FDM

The Windows registry creates a separate ‘Groups’ key to store ‘All Groups’ data as
shown in Figure 2. From a forensic perspective, this key can provide important artefacts regarding supported extensions and download directory path (OutFolder). The
Windows registry creates separate keys with the name as downloaded activity (e.g.
the video files which were downloaded by the user are recorded under the ‘Video’ key
as sub-key of ‘Groups’ key).

Fig. 2. Groups of FDM in Windows registry

After establishing a system connection to a proxy server, the user requests a service, such as, a file, connection, web page, or other resource. The proxy server evaluates the user request according to its filtering rules. For example, it may filter traffic
by IP address or protocol. FDM provides a facility to download files using HTTP,
HTTPS, FTP, BitTorrent and Metalink protocols. The Windows registry ‘Network’
key contains login credentials of FTP, HTTP and HTTPS, maximum number of
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segments of a single file to speed up the download, minimum size of each segment,
and Internet access type (which describes whether user is specifying proxy settings
manually or importing from Microsoft Internet Explorer). Table 1 lists all the possible
values of the ‘InternetAccess-Type’ key value.
Table 1. Value data of InternetAccessType key value
Value Data
Value ‘0’
Value ‘1’
Value ‘2’

Description
User is not using any proxy
Importing proxy settings from Microsoft IE
User is specifying proxy setting manually

When a user configures proxy settings manually, these settings are recorded under the
‘Network’ key as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Network key and related key values

Figure 3 illustrates the proxy address, port address, username and password for
FTP, HTTP and HTTPS protocols. Proxy address and port number are concatenated
under the ‘xxxxProxy_Name’ key value where ‘xxxx’ can be any protocol specified by
the proxy. The login credentials given by users are stored in plaintext format and
therefore vulnerable to attack. If an attacker gains access to the system on which FDM
is installed with proxy setting configured by the user/administrator, he can get login
credentials with ease and possibly further exploit the network. In this scenario, two
cases are to be considered. First, if the attacker is an employee and gains access to a
user account, he could gain additional permissions not accessible and he might be
able to download files which are normally restricted or blocked. Secondly, if an attacker gains access to an administrator account, he would able to release restrictions,
choke the network, block web services, bypass proxies, violate or modify security
policy, as well as launch Denial-Of-Service attacks, create backdoors for future attacks, etc.
It is important to be aware of the registry branches which contain sub-keys related
to FDM if it is installed on a suspected system. These sub-keys refer to the context
menu when right-clicking on webpage irrespective of whether an internet connection
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is enabled or disabled. The following key shows the integration of FDM with default
web browser Internet Explorer.
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\ MenuExt\
When an application is installed in Windows operating systems, registry maintains its
un-installation path under ‘HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\ Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall’ key. The registry contains FDM un-install information under ‘Free Download Manager_is1’ sub-key. Key values ‘UninstallString’,
‘InstallLocation’ and ‘Inno Setup: User’ contain the un-install path, installed location,
and the installer Login ID. Having the Login ID of the installer makes a stronger case
if the suspected user has installed it.

3 Log Files Analysis
This section describes an in-depth analysis of the log/history files created by FDM.
FDM maintains a history in multiple files for each user in the default location
‘C:\Documents and Settings\User Profile\Application Data\Free Download Manager’. The user has to delete the history of downloaded files manually. A summary of
the forensic artefacts collected from all FDM log files is available in Table 2. A discussion of the details of each log file follows.
Table 2. Log Files and their artefacts
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FDM maintains a record of the last ten downloaded files in ‘dlmgrsi.sav’. This file
stores download directory paths of all the downloaded files in chronological order.
The download directory path of each file is separated from other files with 4 bytes of
separator. This is a forensically significant file because it contains the download directory paths of the last ten downloaded files, even if these files are deleted from both
‘All Groups’ and ‘History’ folders as discussed in the previous section. When a user
downloads the eleventh file, the download path of first file will be deleted and the
download location of last file will be appended at the end of file. This shows that
‘dlmgrsi.sav’ uses a queue, a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) data structure, to store data to
the length of ten. FDM does not permit the user to increase the queue length.
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However, if the developers of FDM increase the storage capacity of the queue, it
would be very beneficial for forensic investigators.
The ‘Downloads.his.sav’ file contains file name, complete URL address, download
path, username, password, as well as download start and stop time. Figure 4 illustrates
the file name ‘whoistd.zip’. After a separator, it shows the complete download
directory path.
The next bytes hold the URL address ‘http://apple:orange
@www.nirsoft.net/utils/ whoistd.zip’. The URL address also contains the username
and password of the user, e.g. ‘apple:orange’, if required to download the file. The
following 8 bytes [7E 49 C5 01 C0 02 3A 38] provide the start date and time (when
the user supplies the URL for downloading). This pair of 4 bytes are swapped [C0 02
3A 38 7E 49 C5 01] to convert it into a 64-bit little-endian hexadecimal value. The
next 8 bytes repeat the download start time and the subsequent 8 bytes contains
download finish time. By default, FDM only stores completely downloaded file history, however, it also provides the option to maintain the history of in-progress,
stopped, and schedule files. When a user deletes the history, FDM also clear the contents of this file after exiting the application.

Fig. 4. History of download locations of all downloaded files

The ‘Downloads.sav’ file holds all download file entries in ‘All Groups’. These file
entries store the files currently downloaded, in-progress, stopped, or scheduled by
users. When a user deletes a suspected file from ‘All Groups’, the corresponding contents will be removed from ‘Download.sav’ after exiting the application.
‘Downloads.sav’ contains file name, download directory path, URL address, username and password (if required to download a file), protocol used to download, proxy
address, port address, group name, and download completion time.
Figure 5 shows the file download path ‘C:\Downloads\’, password ‘orange’, file
name ‘passview.zip’, website address ‘www.nirsoft.net’, username ‘apple’, group
name ‘Other’ and download completion time ‘[40 FE EE 2A D3 49 C5 01]’. The
hexadecimal value of time is already in little-endian format so it does not need to
swap the pair of 32- bits. The date and time of downloading the file is ‘Mon, 25 April
2005 20:12:55 UTC’. This shows that user has manually changed the date and time of
the suspected system to mislead investigators.
The ‘History.sav’ file maintains a log in the form of segments; each segment is
separated from other segments with a separator ‘FDM History N'’. The first segment
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Fig. 5. History of download files

contains URL addresses of all downloaded files. In some cases, it also stores
download completion time of completely downloaded files prior to the listing of the
file URL address. However, login credentials to access the downloaded files are not
stored. The second segment contains the ‘Site Explorer’ history (websites visited by
the user). In some cases, it also holds the access time of each webpage visited in littleendian format. The third segment contains the history of all download directories used
by the user to download files.
FDM maintains password-protected websites under the ‘Site Manager’ tab as
shown in Figure 1. If a user manually deletes entries of websites listed under the ‘Site
Manager’ tab, it will also erase the contents of that website from a ‘Sites.sav’ log file
after the user exits FDM. The ‘Sites.sav’ log file contains the website address, login
credentials, and download group name of each password-protected website. To figure
out details of a crime, investigators routinely require login credentials of visited websites used to download the illicit material. Login credentials allow investigators to
map the retrieved information with user activity.
FDM provides the ability to download a complete website from a web server using
‘HTTP Spider’. The ‘Spider.sav’ file contains entries of all downloaded web pages
from a specified website. When a user removes a website from ‘HTTP Spider’, all
entries of that website are also erased from this log file.
‘Downloads.del.sav’ holds the contents of the ‘Recycle Bin’. The ‘Recycle Bin’ of
FDM contains incomplete (in-progress, stopped and scheduled files) and deleted
download files. It holds the file name, download directory path, URL address,
download start time, group name used to save a file, proxy server address, port, username, and password (if required to download the file). Investigators must know that
the FDM ‘History’ only contains completely download files and the ‘Recycle Bin’
contains the incomplete and deleted files.

4 Forensic Examination of RAM and Swap Files
A number of FDM “footprints” appear in RAM in addition to log files and the Windows registry. These can provide links of multiple internet activity record files (cookies, temporary files and internet temporary files) used during the download process.
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Fig. 6. Proxy settings in RAM
Table 3. Instances of forensic artefacts within RAM
Artefacts
Download directory path
URL Address
Login credentials
Proxy login credentials
Site names / address

Instances in RAM
6-8 times
2-3 times
2-3 times
10-12 times
2-3 times

Fig. 7. Content of Dlmgrsi.sav in RAM

WinHex [12] is available for forensic examination of RAM in Windows operating
systems and was used in this case to investigate FDM instances in RAM. Artefacts
located within RAM and swap files can give a very clear indication of URL addresses, download directory paths, login credentials, install location, path of log files,
group name and their supported extensions. Figure 6 illustrates that RAM also contains proxy settings, including: proxy address, port number, and login credentials for
HTTP protocol. The artefacts found in RAM can be used to support and strengthen
evidence found in the Windows registry as described in section 2.
In addition to large number of files found in unallocated clusters, a large number of
references to the victim’s Login-ID were also located within swap files, including
URL address of downloaded files. Data found in RAM fragments is scattered and
have no particular order meaning recreation of download activity is difficult. Table 3
describes the number of times the artefacts (e.g. Download directory path, URL
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address, login credentials required to download file, proxy settings, and websites)
occur in the RAM.
Search keywords can aid discovery of FDM-specific information in the RAM and
swap files. During examination, different helpful search words were explored for the
investigator, such as, the default directory location of log files ‘C:\ Documents and
Settings’, cookies related to downloaded files ‘Cookie:’, visited URL addresses ‘Visited:’, specific protocol search ‘http://’, web pages visited ‘www.’, IP addresses of
proxy servers ‘xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx’. The keyword search for password and groups does
not provide enough information to the forensic investigator. Analysis also revealed
that the ‘Dlmgrsi.sav’ file contents as discussed in section 3 are found twice in the
RAM as shown in Figure 7.

5 Conclusion
Analysis of FDM revealed that all artefacts of FDM download activities are grouped
together under a single path both in the Windows registry and directory structure. The
Windows registry contains configuration and user settings under the
‘HKEY_USERS\SID\ Software\VicMan Software \Free Download Manager’ registry
key. In addition, FDM stores log files of each user at a default location:
‘C:\Documents and Settings\User Profile\Application Data\Free Download Manager’. The potential evidence that resides in the log files and registry is a significant
forensic resource. However, it should be recognized that attackers can also exploit
this information, thus making it a single point-of-failure. An anti-forensic tool could
also be developed to delete the forensic artefacts from the registry and log files. Digital forensic investigators can find the ‘Dlmgrsi.sav’ and ‘History.sav’ log files extremely useful even if a user has removed traces of all downloaded files from ‘All
Groups’ and ‘History’. By linking registry entries and log files information, it creates
a clearer picture of suspected download activity.
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